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Most homeowners in New Zealand require extra storage space in their own homes and prefer not to pay a premium price for rental units or storage lock-ups. Transforming unused loft space into loft storage not only solves this storage problem, but also increases the value and desirability of the home. Affordable
renovations include creating a loft opening as a simple and secure access solution, laying rooftop floors and boarding to ensure maximum security in the attic, installing lighting, so you have a well-lit space and creating an articulated FAKRO ladder for safe and easy access to your storage space. Affordable rooftop
flooring &amp; rooftop ladder NZ With more than 12 years of industrial experience in construction, Rooftop Install services for homes across the North Island, providing them with quality loft storage rooms, loft ladders and loft flooring solutions. On the weekdays, weekdays and weekends available, the Attic Install team
wants to help you get the most out of your precious space. Whether you need a new attic ladder or want to install a new loft opening, contact the Attic installation today to see what we can do for you. Enter touch What happens next? As soon as an inspection is carried out, a member of the team will contact you to
arrange an on-site visit so that Attic Install can offer a free obligation quote. First of all, than to come to the house, there is a suitable place where we can install an attic stair unit. The selected area will be in a place where you do not need to move plumbing, wiring or HRVs. Depending on the floor of the ceiling height we
will be able to recommend which unit will work best in space. You can also look at the ceiling space to work out a range of square meters and flooring options for your storage space. With a focus on quality and value for money, Attic Install is able to solve your home storage problems today. Then why wait? Get a FREE
QUOTE MAXIMIZINGSTORAGE The Keylite Loft ladder is designed to make your life simple. Stylish and functional, it helps to access additional storage space in the ceiling cavity. Ideal for ceilings in the garage, games room or hallway, will remain hidden for as long as necessary. You can never have too much storage
space. Create additional space in the attic — and access it easily — using the Keylite Loft ladder. The nifty design means only one of the professional DCM roofing teams is needed to complete the installation, meaning we can keep installation costs low for you. Features of the Keylite Loft/Rooftop Ladder: A Flick-Fit
Installation System – We Love This System! Pre-mounted railing for extra stability. Non-slip tread, all Scratch-resistant protective legs. Removable ladder. Recessed locking system. Continuous seal around the trap door to reduce heat loss. White insulated trap door 36 mm thick (U-value (U-value If you want to house
more storage, this rooftop/rooftop ladder is the ideal way to reach the loft, which is the perfect place to store those don't need-very-often items. Let me quote the supply and installation of the hideaway ladder today. Enquires about the loft ladders today in easily accessible homes can be greater in many Christchurch
homes (given their age) without taking full advantage of the available storage facilities there. The fold-down attic/loft ladder gives you instant access to space between the rapid and roof. This is the ideal place to store items you rarely use, or memorabilia that you can't throw away. Ask me which one is right for your home.
Working High Up Your SAFE INSTALLATION While installing working at altitude means taking extra precautions. As the ACC says, a fall from any height can be severe. Therefore, we need to ask the roofing specialists, DCM roofing, to install the Keylite Loft/Loft ladder for you – we used to work it off the ground. You'll
be glad you did. Paint the bottom of the ladder unit the same color as the ceiling. It's barely noticeable! You don't have to build stairs when an attic floor is so damn comfortable. The built-in railing means it's even safer up and down the attic ladder. They are attached to the ceiling, making loft ladders more stable. Opening
a solid door is easier than when you're on a ladder. Even a couple of sheets of plywood off the ceiling beams can create a suitable floor. And the portable LED lamp helps you find the tin light. Yes. The important visual moment is when the attic floor is folded up to the ceiling. Plus, they look good when extended and in
use. Then, depending on the roof cavity, the space can be converted into a hobby room or even a dance studio. Just ask us for ideas. This is what we say - you are more likely to look into these strange roof noises or check the condition of water cylinders. If you do, the sails will skyrocket. Many thanks DCM Roofer for
doing such an excellent job of replacing the roof of my car with dust. Iain and the team were very easy to work with, providing great communication throughout the job. Neil Gilbert Please tell us your name: Shipping update: We are currently changing the NZ manufacturing facility for GetSorted products. During this time,
out-of-stock items will appear on the available BACKORDER For Sale for $257 to $239 the HOME PRO aluminum loft ladder is manufactured to European standards for hard, lightweight aluminum. It has wide steps, a convenient railing and built-in security features that ensure ease of use, strength and safety. Out of
stock, the HOME PRO aluminum attic stand is made of hard, lightweight aluminum with wide stairs, comfortable railings and built-in safety features that ensure use, strength and Features include: Manufactured EN 14975 European Standard Suits floor-to-ceiling at an altitude of 2.3-3m Weighing just 7kg Metal safety
catches prevent early drops of pusher operation with large railings for climbing safety Pivot arms loft smoothly control descent and ascent Deep non-slip tread for greater comfort and safety Maximum safe load: 100 Kg (221Ibs) Full mounting instructions delivered to HomePro aluminum loft stand is the perfect complement
to the HomePro View Attic ladder installation video Please , enable JavaScript to enhance your experience on the Bunnings page. We've detected that JavaScript is disabled in the browser. Please enable JavaScript in your browser settings to enhance your user experience. Thousands of Kiwis have installed our attic
stairs in their homes. Here's why the added stability of the wooden deluxe and metal ladders come installed with plastic stile ends that lie level on the floor. These plastic stiles not only provide additional safety, since the ladder is less likely to fluctuate, they also go some way to protect the floor to land. Even though they
can be installed in less than half a day, these FAKRO loft stairs make enough for a trip to become great tools for your home. They are manufactured in Europe with the highest quality European pine, which is known to be stronger and more durable than New Zealand pine, thanks to its slow and steady growth. Fully
insulated door The door opening is completely insulated so that in winter the heat in your home is not absorbed in the attic. Similarly, in summer the heat stays in the attic, rather than trickle down to the living room. Watch the video The wooden deluxe and metal models have a built-in ironing rail at the bottom of the
opening door. This provides extra stability when climbing the stairs, making the ladder safer and more stable. Other homeowners found this particularly useful when holding heavy or uncomfortable sized objects, giving them extra confidence to use the loft stairs on their own. Built-in tread on each step If you take a closer
look at any of these steps, you'll notice that grooves are engraved on every step. This gives your feet and shoes extra grip on the stairs and means it is highly unlikely that you could fall or lose balance while taking these stairs well while taking heavy or uncomfortable shaped objects. No visible mounting points on the
outside of the FAKRO have made as much trouble as possible to all the mechanisms on the stairs inside so that they are not noticeable from the outside - unless you know they are there. This even goes so far as to design a metal rod to open and re-attach the stairs. This tiny 10mm hole is inconspicuous and people
won't know they have possessions safely stored on the roof. The service and the it was excellent. We should have done it. Do. sooner - that's great. Warwick May, Manurewa Book a free home consultation where one of our certified installation consultants will help you decide where to put the attic stairs and which ones
you really need. Book a consultation anyway, you can visit the store to check out the numerous attic stairs. There are several options available, so before choosing yours, you should know the width between the beams and the height of the bottom of the ceiling to the floor. Once you've received these measurements,
bring them into Mitre 10 and choose the style that's right for your location. The best and easiest way to install them is by snoring units between existing beams/rafters/trusses. Most beams will be positioned at least 600mm, provided they are an ideal place to install them. Placement is also very important: Choose a place
that gives good ceiling height at the top of the stairs. Make sure you have good access to the bottom of the stairs for free movement around them when they're folded down. Allows the operation of the stairs, as it is necessary to open a larger space than indicates the opening in the ceiling. Framing Choose the place you
want to install on the stairs. If possible, climb to the roof to see exactly where the beams/rafters/trusses are located. Looking truss to attach one side of the stairs and build the framing down . Try to choose an area that is below the highest part of the ceiling to provide as much space as possible when climbing the stairs.
Once you have selected the area on the roof you want the stairs to be installed, drill some reference holes through the ceiling in the four corners where the framing will be located. Follow the instructions given to determine the size of the opening and use the reference points to mark the area where the opening will be on
the ceiling. Use a rafter square to make sure that the area is perfectly square. Cut out the ceiling of plasterboard with a multi-tool. If you have to cut through the ceiling batons, that's fine, as it's usually not structural. Frame out between the truss brackets to the size of the instructions. The gaps between the drywall and the
lattice holders must be wrapped and screwed into place with 75 mm self-slitting screws. Fix the drywall with the new nogs 32mm drywall screws. Installation of stairs Pre-drill all necessary screw holes according to the instructions for the stair set. To wrap the stairs in the frame, you need to hold the stairs safely. An easy
way to achieve this is to get yourself a set of cleats. To make them, cut a small length of wood and twist them into framing. You will need 2 of the hinge at the end of the hole and 2 sides about. Turn them so we're level with the hole. Ready to turn 90° after lifting the device into place. When the device is raised into place
and sits securely on the cleat, pull down the first step of the stairs to twist it into place through its pre-drilled holes. First, screw in the back cover, making sure that the bottom of the appliance is in the same plane as the drywall. Screw in the sides, but don't tighten them completely yet. Remove the cleats that held the
device in place. Close the device and make sure it looks even and parallel to the framing. To make the settings, simply tighten or loosen the two screws on the side. Wrap the gaps between the device and the framing with wedges. Check that the packaging has not moved the unit and that the door closes properly. Make
sure all screws are tight. Cut the stairs lengthwise. The stairs are designed to be longer, so you can cut them to fit perfectly. To do this, fold down the stairs and unscrep the last part of the tread. For a straight edge, place it along the top side of the stairs and slide it down until the straight edge reaches the ground. Mark
the straight edge at the bottom of the middle step and transfer this distance to the lower part of the stairs. Cut the bottom of the steps to the same angle as the floor using a sliding oblique, or lay a straight edge on the floor and pass the angle onto the stairs. Cut stairs with a hand saw. Use a small gyster or sandpaper to
make a small arris on the cut edge, this will prevent the stairs from splitting when on the ground. If you want, you can fit architraves or trim around the opening, or choose to plaster it fl ush the roof. Top.
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